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The appropriateness of the United Kingdom’s counterterrorism strategy, known as
CONTEST, divides opinion. This article reassesses CONTEST as strategy rather than
simply examining its effectiveness as policy, or critiquing its individual parts.
Reviewing the development of CONTEST in the context of wider analytical
discussions on what makes for good strategy, the authors argue that several important
strands of CONTEST are either underdeveloped or not yet as “strategic” as some
analysts and the U.K. government itself have professed them to be. Fresh thinking on
aspects of counterterrorism is urgently needed to counter the challenge of
contemporary and future terrorism.

As the 10th anniversary of the terrorist attacks on London’s transportation system on

7 July 2005 (7/7) passes, it is striking to note that the United Kingdom’s counterterrorism

(CT) strategy known as CONTEST is still essentially unchanged from the original policy

document developed in secret in 2003 (and first released in public form in 2006), despite

having initially only been designed for a five-year period. At this anniversary juncture,

this article takes the opportunity to consider the background to the policy and reassess the

effectiveness of CONTEST as a strategy, rather than simply seeking to assess its utility

as a policy, or critiquing any of its individual parts. In this way we seek to inform ongoing

debates on the future of the United Kingdom’s counterterrorism approach and build on

the work of those who have argued in favor of developing and using “strategy” to counter

the problem1— however contested or “much debated”2 the notion of what constitutes

strategy has now become.
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Whereas past scholarly contributions on this subject have tended to offer either sup-

portive or highly critical appraisals of various aspects of British CT law and policy, this

article offers a fresh way of assessing CONTEST, focusing its analysis on the cohesive-

ness of the strategy itself, in the context of wider discussions on what actually constitutes

“strategy.” To achieve this, we consider the proper meaning of strategy and CONTEST’s

core characteristics in that context, before highlighting what we argue can be considered

some of its limitations as a strategic approach. In particular, three important elements of

CONTEST: the United Kingdom’s efforts to “prevent” individuals turning to (or sympa-

thizing with) violent extremism; the military’s contribution to CT; and, efforts at public–

private cooperation in this sector are shown to be either underdeveloped or not as

“strategic” as they have been claimed to be. As these three issues continue to be among

the most challenging and controversial aspects of CONTEST, the case for more progress

in these areas is, we argue, overwhelming. U.K. policymakers and their advisors need to

accommodate fresh, more strategic, thinking in the battle of ideas against transnational

violent extremism and terrorism more broadly defined, re-setting their engagement with

partners and external nongovernment actors on the most challenging and unfinished

aspects of counterterrorism. While we deliberately focus on arrangements in the U.K.

context, and how they might be improved through the adoption of a more strategic mind-

set, it is hoped that the conclusions offered have broad utility for counterterrorism policies

elsewhere.

Judgments on the state of contemporary British CT policy tend toward either high

praise or significant criticism. For some, it represents the “best case” in U.K. government

coordination and security policymaking;3 others are vociferous in suggesting that the

measures overseen by the Office for Security and Counter Terrorism (OSCT) in the U.K.

Home Office are disproportionate, or even reflective of moves toward a surveillance

state.4 With so much attention afforded to CT within the United Kingdom’s emerging

national security approach—and so much associated public and media interest on the

nature of the threat and the responses to it—it is striking how little consideration has been

given to the potential merits and disadvantages of CONTEST itself. More often than not,

assessments on the proportionality and effectiveness of the measures implemented within

the bounds of the U.K. government’s CT strategy have been scathing, with one critic

describing it as “. . . inadequate, inconsistent, and too often driven by the concerns of poli-
tics instead of the needs of security.”5 In contrast, not a single account to our knowledge

has previously sought to evaluate in any detail the potential strengths and weaknesses of

CONTEST as an overall strategy.

This oversight matters because a full and proper debate has yet to emerge, and we

believe is urgently needed, on the relative strengths and weaknesses of CONTEST as the

basis of a continuing long-term and comprehensive CT strategy for the United Kingdom.

Rather, discussions over the effectiveness of British CT policy have become polarized,

and arguably represent a clear case of where terrorism research more generally has genu-

inely become stagnant.6 On one hand, some of the fierce criticism that has been leveled

toward the U.K. authorities’ CT efforts has appeared harsh, if not exaggerated; prominent

civil liberties campaigners’ assertions that the country’s measures resemble the arrange-

ments found in totalitarian states such as North Korea, for example, appear off the mark.

By contrast, it is also fair to observe that the praise CONTEST has often received in both

domestic and international security policymaking circles may have served to conceal its

limitations in strategic terms—as will be shown, important aspects of the strategy are

far from being fully addressed. Indeed, we would go so far as to suggest that, had

CONTEST’s evolution been more strategic from the outset, some of the difficulties and
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problems now facing British CT practitioners might have already been substantially miti-

gated, if not largely avoided.

Reassessing the effectiveness of CONTEST in strategic terms is important

because it offers a fresh way to consider how to develop an optimal, long-term CT

policy approach. Analysis of this nature allows one to consider the most appropriate

response for the longer term, and move beyond the tired, often politicized debates

that focus on the proportionality of individual measures, and that overly dominate

CT-related research today. In so doing, this article seeks to provide a new perspec-

tive on how British and other international authorities could develop their

approaches to CT more productively. Not all will agree on the utility of applying

“strategy” to CT, but, as CONTEST describes itself as strategy and indeed is now

being explicitly used as the basis of other published U.K. and international security

strategies, it is crucial to reassess a fundamental and to date under-examined ques-

tion: how effective is CONTEST as strategy?

Origins and Development of CONTEST

It is a recognized truism that, well before the terrorist attacks in New York and Washing-

ton, D.C., in September 2001 (9/11), the United Kingdom had already gained substantial

experience of dealing with the problem of terrorism, and thus the country’s move toward

the development of a comprehensive approach to CT policy long preceded this date. The

U.K. government’s policy for addressing terrorism prior to 9/11 was not solely limited to

addressing the particularly acute problem of “domestic” terrorism arising from Northern

Ireland—even if this would have understandably been at the forefront of ministers’ minds

at the time. Indeed, as early as 1996 the main recommendation of a high profile review

for the government on the future of U.K. counterterrorism legislation recognized this

backdrop, and the centrality of both the anticipated longevity and international dimen-

sions of terrorism. “Once lasting peace has been established in Northern Ireland, there

will continue to be a need for permanent counter-terrorist legislation to deal with the

threat of international and domestic terrorism.”7

The process of publishing the “Lloyd Report,” and the adoption of its key recommen-

dations, led to the United Kingdom’s CT policy approach being placed on a statutory and

thus even more comprehensive footing—evidence that, while it was certainly novel and

innovative, CONTEST was never actually designed to start from scratch.

The events of 9/11 nevertheless focused attention in Whitehall, raising CT as a top

governmental priority, and resulted in a significant new emphasis on the development of

an over-arching and centrally developed strategy to deal with the heightened problem.

Initially devised and developed within the Cabinet Office—the central policy-coordinat-

ing department adjoined to the prime minister’s office at Number 10 Downing Street8—

the United Kingdom’s revised counterterrorism strategy was developed from November

2002 and became known as CONTEST—an acronym originally drawn from Counter-

Terrorism Strategy.9

It is important to note that—at least in theory—a (if not the) central idea within

CONTEST was that it would dispense with the traditional home/away distinction associ-

ated with different forms of terrorism (and the variety of policy responses to it), and thus

seek to introduce a genuinely “joined-up” and “fully integrated” approach across govern-

ment in order to tackle the problem comprehensively. In 2006, the first of three published

editions made this abundantly clear: “the threat has grown and it has changed in character.

It has both domestic and international dimensions.”10
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In order to achieve the level of inter-departmental coordination that would be needed

to address the complex challenge, the basic organizing structure of the strategy was the

so-called 4Ps—four main organizing themes or functional areas, as summarised in the lat-

est edition of the strategy:

� Pursue: to stop terrorist attacks;
� Prevent: to stop people becoming terrorists or supporting terrorism;
� Protect: to strengthen our protection against a terrorist attack; and,
� Prepare: to mitigate the impact of a terrorist attack.11

The longevity of the “4P” structure is important for any assessment of CONTEST,

not least because it remains its guiding format almost 15 years since its invention. Simi-

larly, it is also valuable to note for context CONTEST’s central stated aim: “to reduce the

risk to the United Kingdom and its interests overseas from international terrorism, so that

people can go about their lives freely and with confidence.”12 Often referred to as the

preservation of normality (whatever such an expression means), the longevity of this

“strategic” objective of CONTEST is important to bear in mind within the context of the

evolution of contemporary terrorist threats facing the United Kingdom and its citizens

today.

The development of CONTESTwas not always perceived to be as effective as it could have

been—indeed, questions were initially raised over the Cabinet Office’s competence and capacity

to take on leadership for its delivery.13 It was in this context in 2007, against the backdrop of the

then Home Secretary, John Reid’s, controversial assessment that the Home Office was not “fit

for purpose,” that the governmentmoved CT policy from the Cabinet Office to the HomeOffice,

establishing the OSCT as an executive directorate there.14 The OSCT drew on the expertise of

officials and outsiders drawn from a wide variety of departments and agencies—most notably

secondees from theMinistry ofDefence (MoD), the Police, the intelligence agencies, and a hand-

ful of other organizations—proving over time to be a consistent advocate of the need for a

“multiagency” approach to addressing terrorism. Since the creation of CONTEST, this strong

emphasis on “cross-departmental” cooperation has also been a consistent feature of other

“strategic” U.K. security policy documentation (however effectively implemented), and the gov-

ernment’s adherence to seeking more effective coordination was later reflected in the first

National Security Strategy document in 2008, and in subsequent iterations.

Ultimately despite this high level, (almost) persuasive rhetoric around the crucial

need for effective coordination, the CONTEST strategy has proven actually more

“siloed” and reflective of the longstanding “lead department” model for addressing cross-

cutting issues across Whitehall—in practice, the Home Office formulates the policy

largely unhindered and engages other departments only as required, to highly variable

degrees. More seriously in several important areas of policy, we argue below that CON-

TEST is not as strategic as it is often professed to be. That it has always called itself a

“strategy” means that the content of the document itself, and its orientation, has to be

judged to a higher measure than other more tactical Whitehall policy initiatives, whether

in the security area, or on wider societal issues.

Applying “Strategy” to Counterterrorism

What is “strategy” and how should it be applied to counterterrorism today? We find that

the utility of posing such questions is often overlooked in contemporary U.K. security

policy debates, and that it is an exercise frequently avoided by many senior British
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policymakers. CONTEST is generally considered among officials to have been effective

at achieving its central stated aim, and it is evident in this context that many appear to see

little need to contemplate more deeply its merits as strategy. Indeed, a prevailing attitude

among busy practitioners appears to be that one should not succumb—nor can one afford

to succumb—to the British tendency to beat ourselves up over the more theoretical, lon-

ger-term aspects of the United Kingdom’s CT approach when, so far, CONTEST has

proven to be remarkably successful at achieving the “real” central operational aim (that

agency leaders and ministers care about)—preventing attacks.

These are fair points to consider, but one should not overlook that the case for using

“strategy” to structure and address the longer term response to contemporary security

challenges such as international terrorism has long been successfully made, not least by

the original author of CONTEST. For David Omand, formerly the U.K. government’s

security and intelligence coordinator, an important lesson from history is that “good strat-

egy, political as well as military, is needed to focus national will.”15 Applying this to the

CT context, he justified the importance of utilizing what he calls “strategic planning” in

corralling the means necessary to address issues such as terrorism:

Such a process is the only proven way of harnessing and aligning the efforts

of dozens, if not hundreds, of different agencies and organisations to a com-

mon purporse recognising that most of them have many important missions

other than counter-terrorism, without falling into the trap of over-manage-

ment, which will offend their sense of autonomy and lead to discord, or stul-

tify them with over-prescription, or both.16

While such an approach can obviously help to avoid bureaucratic inertia, it is not

clear, when considered in the context of wider discussions on the meaning and merits of

strategy, whether it is actually ambitious enough, nor whether Omand’s vision has even

yet been truly applied in practice. This article argues that the United Kingdom’s CT poli-

cymaking architecture has not been sufficiently structured to allow the concept of strategy

to be utilized to better effect. In so far as many areas of CONTEST have been imple-

mented, the United Kingdom’s approach has essentially been a pragmatic and reactive

one—while this is clearly not to be discouraged in addressing immediate or urgent issues,

the effectiveness of the approach in addressing longer-term components of the strategy

(such as counterextremism) is suffering because CONTEST has not adopted a deeper,

more “joined up,” or properly thought-through appreciation of what could—and arguably

should—be done across all instruments of national power to address the threat. In

essence, CONTEST may well be labeled a “strategic” document, but it certainly does not

reflect, or fit within, what scholars have labeled either a “military strategy” or a “grand

strategy” for the United Kingdom’s CT purposes—both of which we suggest are relevant

for addressing this particular challenge.

Many existing scholarly contributions have illustrated the different levels at which

“strategy” appears, and serve to illustrate how difficult it has become to agree a common

understanding of the concept—as Freedman notes in his recent major work on strategy,

“[t]here is no agreed-upon definition of strategy that describes the field and limits its

boundaries.”17 That having been said, it is possible to break these levels down. As Betts

explains: “strategies are chains of relationships among means and ends that span several

levels of analysis, from the maneuvers of units in specific engagements through larger

campaigns, whole wars, grand strategies, and foreign policies.”18
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For Strachan, strategy is conceptualized similarly as “a declaration of intent, and

an indication of the possible means required to fulfil that intent”19; in short the

“matter of combining means, ways and ends.”20 This three-way combination (and

the business of aligning them) is central to strategy as we suggest it should be

applied to the CT context today, as is the importance of its temporal dimension and

capacity for adaptation, where “grand strategy” is “as much reactive as prudential;

as much an exercise in flexibility and adaptability in the short term as a narrative.”21

Freedman summarizes it well, by conceiving of strategy as “the art of creating

power,” explaining: “Having a strategy suggests an ability to look up from the short

term and the trivial to view the long term and the essential, to address the causes

rather than symptoms, to see woods rather than trees.”22

It is this interpretation of strategy that we adopt in our contemplation of the effective-

ness of CONTEST as strategy, because it provides a balanced and more suitably nuanced

appreciation of how it is that states should approach complex security challenges such as

terrorism. It is a truism to state that the causes of terrorism are much debated by commen-

tators and academics, but it has been the symptoms of terrorism that drive policy practi-

tioners and decision makers in the United Kingdom and elsewhere. Indeed, it is the more

rounded, upstream view of addressing security issues that is arguably sorely missing from

some U.K. policymaking today. As we examine later, despite often declared best inten-

tions, those responsible for designing, overseeing, and implementing CONTEST have in

practice found it difficult to “look up” from the serious, day-to-day terrorist challenges

they face.

How “Strategic” is CONTEST?

Using the understanding of “strategy” presented above and applying it to

CONTEST, how should one judge its effectiveness? No dedicated policy-orientated

scholarly analyses have been completed on the efficacy of CONTEST as a strategy;

few have even sought to analyze the workings of the OSCT, or offered detailed

assessments of the structure and operation of the U.K. government’s CT machin-

ery.23 Shaw produced one of the most positive appraisals of the OSCT’s achieve-

ments in advancing the idea that CONTEST is a model of effectiveness and

“joined-up” strategy making, arguing that Whitehall has “the slickest counter-ter-

rorism governmental machinery in the world.”24 Omand has been a prolific author

on the evolution of CONTEST25 and his analysis reveals some of the thinking and

rationale behind the overall aim of the strategy, reflecting a “distinctly British

approach” to contemporary counterterrorism.26 Some of the more important charac-

teristics that form the basis of the strategy include: risk management; an emphasis

on resilience; limited use of the military; a declaratory commitment to the rule of

law; a multiagency approach (despite the Armed Forces’ curtailed role); and,

attempts at international cooperation.

Most significantly, unlike the approach sometimes adopted by certain of the United

Kingdom’s allies, the aim of CONTEST has never actually been to eradicate or even it

appears to actually prevail over terrorism, at least not according to all published versions

of the strategy. While it could be argued that any alternative approach would be highly

illogical, it is crucial when considering the distinct characteristics of the United King-

dom’s “strategic” approach to understand that CONTEST adopts a risk management

approach as opposed to one that would seek to destroy or defeat it, militarily or otherwise.

For Omand, this explains the policy’s longevity:
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The prevailing approach to domestic security planning in the UK after 9/11

was heavily influenced by the growing application of risk management as a

planning tool in government generally. Risk management was built in to the

British counter-terrorism strategy, CONTEST. . . . That driving logic may

well be the main reason why CONTEST is still in force today under its third

prime minister.27

This longstanding approach is important because while the application of this risk

management approach to CONTEST has been one of the key drivers of the strategy, its

appropriateness as a driver of all aspects of British CT strategy for the longer term is

more open to question. The development of CONTEST has also been influenced by

another defining philosophy—the need and desire to ensure “national resilience”28 and

“it is now common to talk of minimising the terrorist risk by developing resilience.”29

Omand defined “national resilience” as “strengthening the overall ability of society to

bounce back as quickly as practicable into the patterns of normal life after a major dis-

ruption.”30 An important characteristic of the post-9/11 U.K. policy framework for coun-

terterrorism policy, therefore, is that, despite the emphasis on preventing atrocities, the

document itself (as opposed to political statements31) has never accepted as a realistic

objective, or pretended to pursue the aim of completely removing the risk of terrorism—

rather, the United Kingdom should be as equally well prepared to respond to, and recover

from, any incident.

Many of the defining principles of CONTEST would certainly suggest that by virtue

of its design it meets the classical conceptualization of a carefully considered strategy.

The longstanding principle of U.K. counterterrorism strategy that any CT measure must

be in accordance with the Rule of Law, for example, is an apparently obviously desirable

aspiration, yet it is striking how often the principle has been tested, whether deliberately

or inadvertently. Despite considerable criticism of some of the Home Office’s actions and

inclinations in this respect,32 the principle has featured as a driving aspect of CONTEST.

The first point under the “Principles” that the government would follow within the first

published edition of CONTEST states:

The Government believes that respect for international law and human rights

standards must be an integral part of its efforts to counter terrorism. The pro-

motion of good governance and human rights internationally is also a key ele-

ment of wider efforts to combat terrorism and extremism.33

Subsequent editions of CONTEST have been equally clear in expressing the need for

the United Kingdom to maintain its adherence to this essential principle.34 Many critics

would argue that the United Kingdom has struggled to do so at times—for example, the

government’s explicit bar35 on the use of five techniques, including the hooding of detain-

ees from 1972 (and restated in 1977) had been “forgotten” by the MoD by the time of the

Iraq intervention in 2003.36

The centrality of driving a cross-departmental and multiagency institutional approach

toward the implementation of British CT has been another core element of CONTEST;37

and in this, it appears that the U.K. government has been striving to properly align the

“ends, ways and means” that characterize effective strategy-making. Contemporary U.K.

counterterrorism policy has received particular praise for its design and efforts in this

regard, following the introduction of a considerable range of organizational reforms, new

structures, and innovative (and also sometimes contentious) new powers and measures.38
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The effectiveness of this machinery in respect of those aspects of CONTEST judged to be

either incomplete or even flailing has, however, been subject to noticeably less

consideration.39

Strengthening the country’s intelligence machinery to counter domestic and interna-

tional terrorism since 9/11 has been another important way by which the United Kingdom

has sought to implement its strategic approach to countering terrorism40 and an area that

has attracted considerable additional resources, if not similar additional oversight given

the scale. It has also long been recognized (if not always acted on) by senior British CT

professionals and policymakers that an essential element of any counterterrorist campaign

in principle is effective engagement of the community to detect and disrupt terrorism and,

ideally, prevent an ideology underpinning it from taking root. Substantial efforts have

been made by police services in particular to work with communities to counter extrem-

ism, thereby extending well beyond central government’s encouragement of society to

enhance its own emergency preparedness through the development of such concepts as

“community resilience,” even if the scorecard for CONTEST in this area (Prevent) is less

impressive than in a number of the other “Ps.” The aspiration inherent in Prevent is in

fact one of the most strategic aspects of CONTEST and so its limited success is very tell-

ing in any assessment of the CONTEST as strategy. Finally, the emphasis that CONTEST

has placed on both harnessing and developing meaningful international cooperation in its

efforts to counter terrorism—whether bilaterally or through such supranational entities

such the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) and the European Union (EU) has

been another central and consistent component of the U.K. approach.41 The importance

to practitioners of the United Kingdom’s participation in EU counterterrorism measures

such as the European Arrest Warrant (EAW) is clear, for example—this was famously

used to speedily extradite from Italy one of the suspects of the attempted bombings in

London on 21 July 2005, Hussain Osman, a development that was seen as being a “test

case” of the new measure.42

The effort to incorporate these and other diverse, multifaceted aspects of CT into an

overarching strategy document, CONTEST, is we judge encouraging and arguably

reflects the OSCT’s intention to develop a genuinely cross-departmental and comprehen-

sive approach to the problem. However, when revisiting the concept of “strategy” in the

classical, longer-term sense, and more importantly its effectiveness in practice, it does

not appear that CONTEST has necessarily exhibited the outlook that is required. Some-

what surprisingly for such an apparently “successful” policy approach to a cross-cutting

challenge, CONTEST has not actually sought to counter the problem of terrorism using

all elements of state power. It remains, and arguably always has been, to all intents and

purposes a non-military counterterrorism strategy. In other words, it is a strategy that has

focused primarily on preventing terrorist attacks within the United Kingdom, delivered

mainly through civilian institutions and means, under the leadership of the Home Office

(at least for most of its lifecycle)—and even domestically has often not embraced all pos-

sible partners. On our reading of strategy, CONTEST is in this sense not truly “strategic”

because it has not included proper consideration of the military’s contribution to CT

within a broader, overarching, and long-term national vision of how to address the prob-

lem—what one might call a Grand Strategy for CT—nor has it engaged in as wide-rang-

ing a policy conversation with partners agencies beyond the core CT actors and one or

two other ministries.

What accounts for the development of CONTEST in this way? The “criminal justice

model” of counterterrorism policy has long since fallen in and out of favor in Washing-

ton, D.C., and indeed has limitations in confronting transnational terrorism, but it has
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exhibited considerable longevity in the United Kingdom for several reasons. The observa-

tion that “[t]he main burden of containing and defeating terrorism in liberal democratic

states is carried out by the police services”43 has a long heritage and resonates strongly in

the U.K. policymaking context. Reflecting this, the United Kingdom has maintained in

CONTEST a loyalty to the traditional practices of the processes known as “military aid to

the civil authorities” (MACA) when military support has been sought.44 During the

Northern Ireland “Troubles” this meant:

Under MACP the military’s role is strictly limited to support of the police and

the civil authorities, and the army is responsible to the Chief Constable of the

RUC for assisting in the maintenance of law and order and the protection of

the community, and can be held accountable for its actions under the criminal

and civil laws.45

This has tended to inform the continuing doctrinal development of MACA including

its various constituent elements. Whatever impact this principle may have on considering

the appropriate role of the military in U.K. counterterrorism policy more broadly, this

basic attitude toward the use of the military in CT has persisted through all three pub-

lished editions of CONTEST.

It could be argued that the use of U.K. Armed Forces in Afghanistan was primarily

justified for counterterrorism purposes (and often was articulated as such by politicians)

but, as shall be argued below, this element of the strategy has to a large extent been left to

the MoD. In practice, the military’s contribution to CT has become a segregated compo-

nent of broader U.K. defense policy. It is barely ever mentioned within the text of CON-

TEST and has arguably been under-developed as an element of defense policy.

The MoD completed a major review process (the Strategic Defence Review or SDR)

in 1998 designed to look forward 17 years, but following 9/11 began consideration of a

“New Chapter” to supplement that review and test whether the challenge of the new CT

mission required fundamental changes. By 2002, the MoD was considering radical ideas

for supporting home defense/security, possibly by using reserve forces in a recalibrated

posture to support a homeland defense mission, but in the event “blinked” in the face of

Home Office and Whitehall obduracy. Instead a Civil Contingencies Reaction Force

(CCRF) of 7,000 reserve troops across 14 brigade districts of the country (500 in each)

was created as a pool for emergency reinforcement. The CCRF concept was flawed from

the start due to: existing demands on reserve forces; the difficulty of identifying obvious

tasks for the units; and, most worryingly, its proven inability to be rapidly and easily

deployed—which was the point of the project. The CCRF concept was quietly dropped

after a few years following scathing criticism from a number of quarters, including the

House of Commons Defence Committee.46

The failure of the CCRF initiative to provide a sufficiently robust framework for

implementing the military’s contribution to domestic emergencies47 led to a very limited

evolution in strategic thinking around what constitutes the military’s role in domestic

security generally, and CONTEST in particular.48 The later decision of the Coalition gov-

ernment in 2010 not to implement the Conservative Party’s National and International

Policy Panel’s proposal for a new home defense military command structure is a striking

example of this tendency in action, but is not an isolated one. As the MoD turned from

Afghanistan to Iraq and back to Afghanistan in the decade following 9/11, the focus was

on what MoD termed “away” tasks, with “home” missions left to others. This reflected

institutional bias and inertia as well as an alleged unwillingness on the part of politicians
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to see the Armed Forces used at home. Policymakers accidently (or deliberately) con-

flated two distinct tasks: using troops for law enforcement, and protecting society from

lethal threats, through vague references to historical incidences of the use of Armed

Forces against citizens (such as the Peterloo Massacre of 1819) as grounds for not think-

ing innovatively about the military’s contribution to CT. “This has long been a delicate

issue in British history, reflecting a certain squeamishness at the prospect of armed troops

being seen on the streets of mainland Britain.”49

Civil servants in Britain commonly speak of ministerial hesitancy to deploy Armed

Forces at home, but when pressed have often been unable to cite specific examples. On

the other hand one Home Secretary was reported to have questioned the deployment of

armored vehicles to Heathrow airport at a time of alert.50

The British experience of the last two decades has actually been of regular use of

Armed Forces at times of national pressure, generally supported wholeheartedly by the

public.51 The deployment of thousands of military personnel to provide security for the

London 2012 Olympic Games and Paralympic Games in the “biggest security operation

in the UK for nearly 70 years”52 may have defied the underlying attitude, but this was an

exception in peculiar circumstances, not the rule. It is in this context that, with only a few

exceptions,53 U.K. security policymakers and indeed the Armed Forces themselves have

been hesitant for the military to play anything other than a limited supporting role in U.K.

domestic emergency preparedness generally, and CONTEST in particular.54 As a former

minister for the Armed Forces for the 2010–15 Coalition government (a Liberal Demo-

crat) observed in an under-reported speech following the riots in London in 2011,

“. . .putting military forces on the streets themselves in a public order role should only

happen as a last resort.”55 Such approaches do not appear to meet the test of a strategic

approach of assessing which elements of state power are best suited to the particular cir-

cumstances of a CT challenge rather than public order. The omission of appropriate plan-

ning for such contingencies appears odd.

Contrasting CONTEST with the CT approach of other international governments can

cast further light on how “strategic” it really is. Despite a number of shared interests in

countering terrorism in the wake of 9/11, several divergences between British and Ameri-

can approaches to counterterrorism strategy nevertheless opened up56—suggesting to

some that the “special relationship” was degrading in this policy area, or more generally

that a “transatlantic counterterrorism gap” may even have been emerging between the

United States and Europe.57 There are of course similarities; since 9/11 both the United

States and the United Kingdom have placed a significant emphasis on enhancing domestic

emergency preparedness and intelligence capabilities, in broadly similar ways and man-

ner. Both countries committed their Armed Forces on “away” missions to tackle Al

Qaeda and its associated networks in Afghanistan. Views are mixed on the effectiveness

of the initial operation and particularly the successor operation under NATO command,

and of the strength of the respective contributions, but there can be little doubt that the

two countries stood “shoulder to shoulder” in this and at least some other elements of the

campaigns conducted in the name of the “War on Terror.” The two allies maintained a

broadly similar view of the transnational character of the threat of terrorism—even a cur-

sory review of threat assessments within CONTEST and the Department of Homeland

Security’s (DHS) equivalents reveals significant similarities.

The two countries have differed in tackling terrorism in several important respects, how-

ever, both strategically and tactically. Firstly, even the significant increases in the resources

that have been committed to domestic counterterrorism in the United Kingdom through

CONTEST (dedicated CT spending by the Home Office grew from £114,162m58 in 2002–03
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to £1,237m in 2012–1359) are vastly outweighed in real terms by the spending dedicated to

U.S. “Homeland Security” where, overall, “federal government spending on homeland secu-

rity for 2009 was $75 billion, or $50 billion more in 2010 dollars than in 2001, adjusting for

inflation.”60 Recognizing that the DHS’s policy portfolio extends beyond CT to cover related

priorities as immigration and border control, this reflects both the relative capacity and argu-

ably the marked difference in the appetite for risk exhibited by the respective governments.61

Despite some suggestion that since 9/11 the U.S. military may (like the MoD) have

been “ambivalent about its new role in homeland defense,”62 the United States has placed

its response to Al Qaeda and international terrorism firmly on a war footing and posture,

even after the use of the expression the “Global War on Terror” (GWOT) went out of

fashion. U.S. global military CT operations continue to operate within the bounds of the

Authorization for the Use of Military Force (AUMF) passed by the U.S. Congress shortly

after 9/11, providing the military and other agencies with (domestic) legal authority for

action globally. The level of resources that have been devoted by the United States to

these campaigns is also staggering. One credible indication of overall spending has sug-

gested, for example, that: “Congress has approved a total of $1.283 trillion”63 in the mili-

tary campaigns associated with the GWOT. Whatever one’s view of the effectiveness of

the U.S. approach, it has undeniably opted to develop a military strategy as an important

component of the country’s overarching vision for CT.

By contrast, the ambition and scale of the United Kingdom’s contributions to such

military operations is of a completely different order and reflective of a fundamentally

different approach to the challenge of terrorism. In the history of counterterrorism after 9/

11, and despite the outlooks of some individual British politicians and commentators,64

the U.K. government has generally not been enamored or indeed comfortable with wag-

ing a “War on Terror.”65 The wording of CONTEST itself has never made reference to

this term, and as noted above it has only ever referred to the military’s contribution to CT

cautiously, or in terms of a limited or “niche” domestic contribution; indeed, the 2006

edition of CONTEST was explicit that “[t]here will always be considerable challenges in

doing so [using military force] because before we could consider the use of force in a par-

ticular case we would have to pinpoint the terrorists precisely, which is usually extremely

difficult.”66 The lack of innovation in this area of military thinking in the United Kingdom

has been striking; this arguably reflects the fact that British policymakers have not been

comfortable in discussing— publicly or otherwise—the inclusion and development a mil-

itary strategy for CT within the bounds of CONTEST, as opposed to the use of such

means against “terrorists” in the context of legally recognized conflict zones such as Iraq

and Afghanistan. Whether the United Kingdom’s commitment to the risk management

approach—and broader adherence to the principle of avoiding the use of the military for

CT—might have been too dogmatic is a fair question, and one that deserves review, par-

ticularly in view of the evident need to reconsider the military’s contribution to combat-

ing Al Qaeda and Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) related entities overseas.67

This is despite the occasional emergence of the clich�e on both sides of the Atlantic that,

when it comes to counterterrorism policy and its effectiveness, “the Brits do it better.”68

Limitations of CONTEST as a Strategy

While generally positive appraisals of many aspects of CONTEST have been made by

some observers, there are particular areas where the U.K. government urgently needs to

develop and adopt a truly strategic approach to CONTEST; areas that would clearly bene-

fit from more coherent coordination.
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The Challenge of Extremism

Among the most high profile and controversial aspects of CONTEST since its inception

has been its emphasis on the need; “to stop people becoming terrorists or supporting

terrorism.”69 The logic here is that efforts to counter terrorism have a stronger likelihood

of being successful in the longer term if they address the oft-posed question; “What leads

a person to turn to political violence?”70 The argument is that armed with knowledge on

this tricky issue, the government should then be able to develop smarter and more sensi-

ble policies that can stop people from turning to terrorism in the first place. The Prevent

strand of CONTEST is supposed to provide this and has faced some of the toughest chal-

lenges and has yielded the fewest tangible results. It has long been observed by terrorism

scholars that attempts at “deradicalization” have not featured significantly in previous

British counterterrorism campaigns, and observed that, in the U.K. context, “[t]he govern-

ment has deliberately avoided using any objective measures for assessing its counter-radi-

calisation efforts.”71 Nevertheless, the counterextremism agenda in U.K. CT policy has

remained a cornerstone of successive governments’ approaches.

Other motivations underpin the U.K. inclination to place an emphasis on prevention,

rather than cure, in the battle against terrorism. Cost has no doubt been a factor, but more

importantly a widespread recognition exists among policymakers that the application of

some of the more coercive powers deployed, however necessary, will never be enough to

eradicate the problem—indeed, they may well play a role in perpetuating it. The Prevent

section of the 2011 iteration of CONTEST is explicit about this: “We do not believe it is

possible to resolve the threats we face simply by arresting and prosecuting more peo-

ple.”72 It is in this context that a broad suite of measures have been implemented by the

OSCT, and more widely, in an effort address the so-called root causes of terrorism, and

engage in a “Battle of Ideas,” and narratives. One of the more successful initiatives has

been the “Channel Project,” which has sought to identify and provide support to people

believed to be “vulnerable” to radicalization. After initial suspicions about the true intent

of the program, partly rooted in the fact that it was led by local police officers (but usually

from community policing backgrounds) it settled down and developed a more positive

reputation along with a greater involvement of partner agencies. Channel is now a

national program often praised and supported by practitioners and some commentators,

but it has still received criticism and suffered from a lack of resources and the unexpected

rise of radicalization linked to Syria and ISIL, which has complicated the picture in the

sense of enlarging significantly the pool of possible targets for intervention and support.73

Prevent as a whole then has experienced significant evolution in its lifecycle and has

been subject to extensive scrutiny, attracting no shortage of criticism.74 Indeed, a fierce

public debate has long been underway, which shows no sign of abating, around the appro-

priateness of the Prevent strand of CONTEST. As part of this hotly contested discussion,

much criticism has been leveled against the policy (and those who implement it) for tar-

geting innocent members of the British Muslim community. Recently, the U.K. govern-

ment also appears to have lost support among even those academics who are sympathetic

to the aims of Prevent—its decision to enshrine in law a poorly defined statutory duty

upon the higher education sector to prevent radicalization on university campuses has

raised concerns that the measure may have the effect of undermining academic indepen-

dence and freedom of speech. While any policy that attempts to “prevent” radicalization

and extremism is going to be subject to scrutiny and potential criticism, the Prevent strand

of CONTEST has remained controversial through every published iteration of the strat-

egy—one former senior police officer has even been reported to have said that Prevent
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“has become a toxic brand and is widely mistrusted.”75 Fair or not, it is now generally

accepted—including within government—that there is substantial room for improvement.

This must start with a proper assessment of why this aspect of CONTEST has proven to

be so challenging.

Part of the reason is an apparent lack of consensus at the highest political level of the

United Kingdom’s security policy machinery—and among senior officials within it—

around the best way of tackling violent (and nonviolent) extremism in British society

today. The United Kingdom is not the only country to face this problem, of course, but

two events that occurred during the previous Parliament (2010–15) illustrate how difficult

it has been to reach a consensus on this issue in Britain. Initially, the Conservative-Liberal

Democratic Coalition government, which had criticized the previous Labour gov-

ernment’s approach to Prevent while in opposition, conducted a wide-ranging review of

this strand of CONTEST upon entering government and decided to discard significant

elements of the previous government’s approach. The new approach was summarized in

2011’s CONTEST:

We believe that Prevent work to date has not clearly recognised the way in

which some terrorist ideologies draw on and make use of extremist ideas

which are espoused and circulated by apparently non-violent organisations,

very often operating within the law.76

The revised approach argued that, especially in respect of Islamist terrorism, more

had to be done to challenge extremist ideas in general, not just the explicitly violent var-

iants of it, marking a distinct shift in policy. This controversial approach continues to

attract criticism as the now Conservative majority government has determined to go fur-

ther and push through a strategy of tackling extremism in all its forms.

Having initially appeared a party political matter, this issue later spectacularly

evolved into an internal Conservative Party disagreement in May 2013, when it transpired

that two senior Cabinet ministers—Theresa May (Home Secretary) and Michael Gove

(then Education Secretary)—differed starkly on the approach that should be adopted

toward eradicating extremism in schools.77 According to one report of the incident, Mr.

Gove had briefed a journalist at The Times newspaper that the Home Office was “failing

to ‘drain the swamp’ of extremism.”78 The episode did not end well for the govern-

ment—Mr. Gove was moved to a different Cabinet post, and the Home Secretary’s Spe-

cial Adviser who became embroiled in the affair lost her job. The incident served as an

important reminder of the difficulty of achieving a consensus even at the highest political

levels on the “best” approach for handling this complex and sensitive issue.

Why should there appear to be so little agreement on this issue? As most researchers

within the field of the behavioral sciences report (but often are apparently ignored by poli-

cymakers), it is accepted by most terrorism scholars that there is no single explanation for

why individuals turn to terrorism.79 It follows, therefore, that it is unlikely that a single

(or simple) way to “prevent” people from being drawn into terrorism can be found. This

uncomfortable reality places an emphasis on governments encouraging communities and

society more generally—and in a strategic way—to help in preventing individuals turning

to violent extremism. Despite recent indications that the government may now be

attempting to improve its dialogue with external partners through the creation of a new

“Prevent Innovation Fund,” the experience of the last 20 years is that western govern-

ments are not currently well-equipped to be able to handle the level of external (i.e., non-

governmental) or empathetic engagement that is needed for this task. Rather they should
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accept the reality that government agencies cannot and perhaps should not deliver

“Prevent” type agendas on their own. While the authorities may often pay lip service to

the need for “partnership” in strategy documents, in practice they tend to want (and need)

to do this on their own terms, thereby often alienating themselves from those with

whom they need to work and those they need to reach. It now seems that the emerging

view of the current government in the United Kingdom is that violent extremism is linked

to nonviolent extremism and that, accepting the limitations of governments and intelli-

gence agencies in challenging this, it intends to place a significant part of the burden of

confronting this ideology on Muslim communities themselves.80 Whether there is any-

thing clearly identifiable as “the Muslim community” in the United Kingdom that can be

tasked with this agenda remains less clear, and the terms of any partnership are even

harder to articulate, as will be identifying an agreed definition of “extremism.” From a

strategic perspective, the government now has little choice but to incorporate as a core

element of its approach, the need to engage even more with external (nongovernmental)

actors.

The Military Role in U.K. Counterterrorism

A second area where CONTEST could be structured to operate more effectively and stra-

tegically is around how the military could, and arguably should, be better integrated into

the strategy. As previously stated in the three previous CONTEST policy documents and

their associated published material, the role that the Armed Forces play in countering con-

temporary terrorism is only ever briefly mentioned; where references do appear, they tend

to be in respect of the military’s contribution to security and resilience on the U.K. main-

land. Despite the significant and successful level of coordination on counterterrorism

issues across the civilian security-related departments and agencies, the role of the mili-

tary in countering transnational Islamist terrorism overseas has simply not been consid-

ered by the United Kingdom in a consistently strategic way. Indeed, despite high-level

political insistence around the fact that CONTEST is fully coordinated across Whitehall,

a home/away distinction has in effect become deeply institutionalized in the delivery of

CONTEST; this reflects, we believe, the Home Office’s policy leadership in this area

through the OSCT, and institutional shibboleths within the MoD, which has remained

deeply sceptical about any distinct CT role outside of large scale overseas deployments

such as Afghanistan and Iraq.

There have been some attempts in recent years to align the defense and security

aspects of the United Kingdom’s overall approach to “national security” in the round; the

creation of a National Security Strategy in 2008; the establishment of a National Security

Council (NSC) and initiation of a Strategic Defence and Security Review (SDSR) process

in 2010 are examples of this at the highest level, and this has permeated to other areas of

policy including procurement and security-related exports.81 Several high profile reviews

have taken place since 9/11 that explicitly sought to reassess the military’s role in CT;

indeed, as noted above, the New Chapter of the 1998 Strategic Defence Review was

essentially predicated on assessing what changes were needed in light of 9/11—but little

if any significant policy effect followed.82 The impression remains that the military in the

United Kingdom does not see CT as a “proper” mission for an Armed Forces still essen-

tially structured and trained for inter-state conflict, almost 15 years on from 9/11 and fol-

lowing repeated engagements in intra-state conflicts. Despite the stated intention of the

SDR’s New Chapter to provide for a global counterterrorist capability, nothing like the

innovations seen in the United States such as the development and growth of Special
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Operations Command, even at an equivalent scaled effect to reflect the size of the British

Armed Forces, has been attempted in the United Kingdom beyond the rebranding of cer-

tain surveillance units and the designation of one battalion of the Parachute Regiment as

the nucleus of the Special Forces Support Group. On the contrary, there has been surpris-

ingly little reform or formal guidance in this area, and it is fair to say that consideration

of the military’s CT role and in domestic security issues has become a “siloed” or second-

ary issue, only ever considered in their own right by members of the long-established

defense community. Given the importance of the Armed Forces in the security structures

of the United Kingdom and the scale of spending still devoted to defense (2 percent of

Gross Domestic Product [GDP]), it is perhaps surprising that the national security

approach of the Conservative government has not led to a greater effort to embrace all

elements of state power in the fight against terrorism.

The outcome of this state of affairs is that the contribution that “defense” makes to

CT has not received the analytical attention it deserves at the strategic level. While there

were signs that the United Kingdom might have been considering a greater level of mili-

tary involvement in the Middle East following the 2015 General Election, the frankly lim-

ited contribution to the campaign against ISIL by the United Kingdom up to then

(politically rooted in the shock of the 2013 Parliamentary vote against military action

against the Assad regime in Syria) speaks volumes about the level of strategic thinking

from the NSC downward about an appropriate posture for the world’s fifth largest spender

on defense for confronting the global challenge of violent transnational Islamist

extremism.

The absence of a coherent approach is particularly noticeable in respect of the serious

threat posed to U.K. and international security by ISIL, especially in (but not limited to)

Syria and Iraq. It had not gone unnoticed internationally that, in contrast to the approach

taken by other governments including the United States, the United Kingdom had until

the August killing of a British jihadist in Syria, opted to engage the organization militarily

only in Iraq, not elsewhere.83 Political opinion clearly remains divided on this issue, but

the apparent absence of any strategic thinking on how the military could tackle this grow-

ing threat in the medium to long term, especially should the situation deteriorate is odd.

The latest CONTEST annual report did not hold back in outlining the severity of the prob-

lem, but failed to offer any policy guidance on the role of the military—the document did

not even refer to the military, the MoD or the Armed Forces.84 By contrast, the MoD has

on occasion published the limited actions it has taken to combat ISIL in Iraq, making no

reference to CONTEST.85 This absence of a connection reflects the lack of joined-up

strategy between the Home Office and the MoD on CONTEST, further promoting the

impression that on CT issues the U.K. government believes that “defense” and “security”

should be considered separately—notwithstanding the much trumpeted “Comprehensive

Approach”—or cross department collaboration—that is supposed to exist.

Public–Private Cooperation

The third area of improvement in the development of CONTEST’s strategic approach we

identify is in respect of engagement with the private sector in the implementation of the

United Kingdom’s strategic CT objectives. As with the lack of clarity around the mil-

itary’s involvement in supporting the overseas aspects of CONTEST, a similar dynamic

has emerged whereby the Home Office has found it difficult to engage with private and

corporate entities on CONTEST—many of which it depends on to implement the

strategy.
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A full assessment of the detail and breadth of these engagements is outside the scope

of this article,86 but brief reference to two areas of public–private interaction on U.K. CT

issues serves to illustrate the challenge, and indicate why (and where) significant reform

would be beneficial. One of the fall-outs of the disclosures of sensitive information on the

activities of the United States and U.K. intelligence agencies by Edward Snowden has

been to put considerable pressure on the U.K. government’s engagement with communi-

cations service providers (CSPs) such as Facebook, Yahoo, and Google. Significant ten-

sion now exists between such companies and state agencies around achieving the level of

cooperation in the area of digital intelligence that is arguably now essential. The

“backlash” arising from the Snowden revelations may be understandable and reflective of

inadequate mechanisms of oversight, but the level of uncertainty it has created has not

proven helpful in the context of the hundreds of British citizens who have, or may be con-

sidering traveling to Syria and Iraq for reasons contrary to national security and in breach

of legislation.

With a small number of notable exceptions, it is also apparent that in the non-military

U.K. security sector since 9/11 the U.K. government has overseen a number of costly and

often failed CT-related procurement projects. Worse still, few lessons appear to have

been learned from them—schemes such as the Information Technology (IT) project for

the U.K.’s electronic borders (“e-Borders”) program, for example, have not been deliv-

ered as intended, incurring significant losses for the U.K. taxpayer—in this case a settle-

ment of £150m was made to the Prime Contractor (Raytheon Systems UK) by the end of

the unfortunate episode.87 Appropriate structures and processes have not been developed

to enable joint working and collaboration on future acquisition challenges in non-military

security sectors such as CT, despite many years of activity.

The lack of more considered, longer-term strategic thinking on this aspect of policy

became worryingly apparent during the final stages of planning for the London 2012

Olympics, at which time the U.K. authorities were presented with what the director of

Olympic Security in the Home Office has since acknowledged was the “toughest thing”

the United Kingdom faced from the security perspective.88 The failure of the security

company, G4S, to deliver the number of security personnel that it was contracted for,

after a late revision in the requirement, led to a substantial manpower shortfall becoming

apparent just weeks before the Opening Ceremony for the Games and resulted in the U.K.

Armed Forces needing to deliver the largest operation on the mainland since the Second

World War. The government’s contingency plans ensured that the shortfall did not

adversely affect the security operation, but it is now apparent that the House of Commons

Home Affairs Select Committee’s widely reported finding that the company was “firmly

and solely” to blame for the failure to deliver on the contract was an over-simplification.89

The reality was that both government and industry were unable to prevent, or resolve this

issue satisfactorily together, despite having been discussing the matter for many years

before, following the awarding of the games to London in July 2005, one day before the

7/7 attacks.

While an Olympic Games is arguably a unique type of event with peculiar require-

ments, unresolved issues such as this illustrate the lack of structure and vision that cur-

rently exists at the strategic level around the types of public–private CT and wider

security coordination that will be needed for the future, and reflect a pattern whereby the

government struggles to engage effectively with external actors in the implementation of

its security strategies. This has long been unfamiliar work for many officials, with CON-

TEST and other contemporary security policy documents not properly recognizing that,

as a result of the growing interdependency with the private sector, the government now
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has no choice but to craft a more strategic relationship with a wide range of companies

and sectors operating in the U.K. economy. Notwithstanding recent efforts to improve the

quality of “security industry engagement” for CONTEST,90 these are at an early stage of

development and there appears to be a lack of creativity in the strategy—perhaps even a

lack of openness—in seeking to develop new, publicly accountable mechanisms that will

enable more effective policymaking as it relates to the private sector’s contributions to

security issues. As such, one of the core “means” by which the U.K. and other govern-

ments can realize their CT and wider security objectives are being under-utilized from a

strategic perspective.

CONTEST’s Failure to Develop as Strategy

Despite its longevity and, for some, its success, CONTEST has failed to properly develop

into a genuinely “strategic approach” during its 12 years. The reasons for its incomplete

development in strategic terms since 2003 are multifaceted, but we believe essentially

revolve around two main issues: first, the perception in policymaking circles that the

“strategy” has generally achieved its objectives and is working well as currently designed,

and second, the United Kingdom’s longstanding adherence to a domestic approach to CT,

as demonstrated by the positioning of the OSCT in the Home Office. Other issues that

may have contributed to the lack of strategic development include limited capacity and

resources within the government’s non-military security policy machinery (including the

Home Office) to develop the approach in this way and a conscious decision by senior pol-

iticians not to apply notions of “strategy” to contemporary CT and indeed wider security

policymaking. An awareness of what we judge to be strategic stagnation will hopefully

prompt policymakers to revisit elements of the existing approach.

CONTEST Is Not Broken, So Why Fix It?

One central explanation for the lack of CONTEST’s strategic development is the absence

of significant numbers of terrorist attacks (as opposed to plots) within the United King-

dom. In short, the strategy has been seen by senior policymakers to have largely achieved

its main objective of preventing atrocities within the country, and so is judged by and

within government to be “fit for purpose.” Since CONTEST has been adopted the United

Kingdom has suffered a limited number of fatalities within the United Kingdom as a result

of terrorism, even as the United Kingdom has been the target of numerous attempted ter-

rorist plots during the lifetime of the strategy.91 While there have been notable and tragic

exceptions to this statement (particularly in London in 2005, and in Northern Ireland), the

number of civilian fatalities within U.K. borders since 9/11 has totaled 77 (an average of

just under seven deaths per year) according to the START Consortium’s Global Terror-

ism Database.92 Caution should be applied to engaging in any “numbers game” around

such issues, or drawing any firm conclusions from them, but reflecting what can be con-

sidered a clear success on the part of CONTEST to allow British life to continue (quite lit-

erally), it can be observed that the terrorist incident to have inflicted the largest single loss

of life on U.K. citizens was 9/11, when 67 U.K. citizens and 16 foreign nationals with

close U.K. ties, perished.93

We contend that it is the prevention of fatalities (and casualties more broadly) in the

United Kingdom that remains what matters most to counterterrorism practitioners work-

ing in the security and intelligence agencies; not discussions on the merits and limitations

of strategy in this context, important as these may be. Accepting this logic, those
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implementing CONTEST appear to have decided not to fundamentally reform the strat-

egy because it is apparently “what works” in countering terrorism. This does not mean to

say that terrorism and its underpinning ideology has been “prevented” or even effectively

challenged, as a truly strategic approach might advocate, or that this is not an equally

important policy objective. For hard-pressed security officials (civil and military) and

their political masters the priority has been (and is) stopping attacks. Nonetheless, given

CONTEST’s stated central aim to “reduce the risk to the United Kingdom and its interests

overseas from international terrorism, so that people can go about their lives freely and

with confidence” any belief that CONTEST has succeeded is a narrow reading of the

aim—the risk of terrorism can hardly be said to have been reduced and public concerns

about terrorism remain high. Indeed, the head of the United Kingdom’s Security Service

(MI5), Andrew Parker, issued one of the starkest warnings about the continuing terrorist

threat since CONTEST was written when he said in September 2015: “The UK is facing

an unprecedented level of threat with Syria and Iraq increasingly at the forefront of

MI5’s work.”94

Another characteristic of CONTEST that may have forestalled strategic development

is the apparent successful implementation and operation of new policymaking structures,

which have evolved substantially since 9/11 and 7/7, to implement the strategy. While

these changes have been catalogued elsewhere,95 a number of commentators have under-

stated the significance of developments that have actually been quite innovative and

sweeping, if not little short of revolutionary (for the United Kingdom). As Hennessy

notes: “Since 2001 Whitehall’s secret state has remade itself to a remarkable degree,

which is not fully appreciated by the public. . . .”96

The transfer of CT policy responsibility from the Cabinet Office to the Home Office

with the establishment of the OSCT in 2007 was an important moment, not least as CON-

TEST was placed firmly in a government department concerned with “domestic” issues.

In practice, through OSCT’s location in this domestic-focused department CONTEST

was excluded by design from developing into a comprehensive military and security strat-

egy for CT, the focus being on developing civilian structures for coordination. Another

example of this domestic focus was the creation and evolution of the Civil Contingencies

Secretariat (CCS) in the Cabinet Office, which while not created solely to support the

United Kingdom’s approach to handling terrorist incidents (the new structures handle

any type of emergency97), introduced a much more organized way of coordinating major,

domestic national emergencies. Only the creation in 2003 of the Joint Terrorism Analysis

Centre (JTAC), hosted by MI5, appears a true exception to the “siloed,” domestic

approach in the design of new structures for CT after 9/11. JTAC was, as one author has

put it, “the most significant structural development within the intelligence community to

date,” pooling “all international terrorism-related intelligence in one central location and

under the direction of one central authority.”98

In the CT space CONTEST has ensured the creation of a sound framework for an

effective cross-departmental approach through the “4Ps” outlined above, which have

been maintained as the “building blocks” of CONTEST. In essence, each “P” has a differ-

ent emphasis, but the strategy has sought to be explicit about which agency (or agencies)

is responsible for what within them. This pragmatic, four-pronged design and approach

has proven simple to understand and arguably the “4Ps” (and CONTEST more broadly)

have been well crafted to meet the needs of the U.K. bureaucratic system. Instead of a

more centralized system (like the U.S.’s DHS), through the establishment of a Ministry

for CT or Internal Security, or even a Department for National Security (which the Cabi-

net Office could have become), Whitehall has retained a “lead department” model, albeit
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enhanced by a greater focus on coordination and supported more keenly by other depart-

ments and agencies. The emphasis has been on clear, pragmatic, and easily understand-

able objectives combined with a logical structure, designed to enable all relevant arms of

the state to play their part in the delivery of CONTEST. While possibly reflective of

innate British conservativism and bureaucratic inertia, as well as the wish to retain the pri-

macy of the big spending departments within Whitehall, it is not clear whether this is the

best model for countering a generational terrorist challenge.

Despite these new structures, questions have persisted over whether the arrangements

have actually remained ad hoc, traditional, and even out-dated, while the threat itself has

evolved considerably. Had the OSCT been placed in the Cabinet Office, for example,

there might have been a greater emphasis on the comprehensiveness of the approach—

with policy responsibility in the Home Office and the tensions that clearly exist across

Whitehall departments, it is perhaps hardly surprising that the level of cooperation that

has emerged between the civilian and military authorities on CONTEST has not been

optimal. Arguably, the pragmatic approach established by CONTEST has at least ensured

a level of cross-departmental cooperation not seen in other areas of national security pol-

icy,99 even with repeated clashes over the responsibilities regarding the “Prevent” strand,

which potentially has no obvious lead department to take things forward.

Another explanation for CONTEST’s limited strategic development is that it has

drawn on and evolved out of the United Kingdom’s longstanding experience of tackling

terrorism, which has provided the United Kingdom’s policy machinery with recent (and

often bitter) lessons of “what works” in addressing this difficult problem. Countering

Irish-related terrorism has provided a context for addressing the types of terrorism that

entered public consciousness since 9/11 for British policymakers. Despite many debates

on the nature of terrorism, and how far it has or has not changed in the last two decades,

the experience of structuring government to wage a 29-year campaign against a deter-

mined and resilient terrorist threat shaped the careers of many officials behind the deliv-

ery of CONTEST. Thus the development of the United Kingdom’s CT experience has

not been a post-9/11 phenomenon, (nor even wholly domestic, since it includes lessons

that arise from the country’s post-colonial experience) as the 2009 edition of CONTEST

explained: “CONTEST is based on principles that reflect both our core values, the lessons

we and others have drawn from experiences of terrorism to date, and the broader security

principles set out in the National Security Strategy. . . .”100

Perhaps the main lesson taken from the United Kingdom’s specific historical experi-

ence that stands out from all others is, as English puts it, the need for all those concerned

to “learn to live with” terrorism.101 In CONTEST terms this meant the maintenance of

“normality” as Omand explained to the decision makers in 2003. This is undoubtedly a

difficult posture for policymakers to adopt, given the political sensitivity of (and media

interest in) the issue, but, in the Irish case, it is one that shows how a strategy cognizant

of the need to play a “long game” with a view to establishing a sustainable political solu-

tion based on community support can bear fruit. An associated lesson in this respect is

that any government’s effort to tackle terrorism will be doomed to failure unless it main-

tains the support of the population it purports to want to protect.102 How far the objective

of “normality” is an appropriate aim for CT policy in an era of transnational and ideologi-

cally based Islamist extremism remains a difficult question. While Irish-related terrorism

has not completely disappeared, the community-engaged political settlement that was

reached with the 1998 Good Friday agreement clearly mitigated the worst effects of that

conflict and many of the political grievances underpinning terrorism are being addressed.

The challenge now is to understand and frame future policy for the campaigns against
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AQ affiliates and ISIL fully appreciative of the same essential context—that the grievan-

ces of today’s terrorists (whether perceived, actual, or indeed highly misguided) are still

essentially political.

Domestic Focus

CONTEST has consistently recognized in declaratory terms the strategic context of ter-

rorism globally and the need for international cooperation to combat it effectively, but, as

noted above, it has in practice largely acted as a domestic counterterrorism strategy pri-

marily concerned with preventing terrorist attacks within the United Kingdom, and devel-

oping measures inside the country’s borders to do so. Indeed, such has been its

orientation and sensitivity to domestic considerations it is little wonder that so many peo-

ple, not least ministers, appear to have been so comfortable with it. These positions have

been challenged by attacks on British citizens overseas and the issue of many hundreds of

British citizens traveling overseas apparently to engage in terrorism (a problem of the

past two decades, not just since the start of the Syrian Civil War).

It might be argued that CONTEST’s relative silence on the role of the military over-

seas (in contrast to those of the civil authorities) can be explained by the security-sensitive

nature of the issues. We would argue that the main reason for limited controversy around

the “away” tasks is because CONTEST has simply largely overlooked them as too diffi-

cult and perhaps too ambitious for pragmatic managers of risk. This does not mean that

there has not been close military (and intelligence) cooperation with allies in the

post-9/11 era, or indeed that this has not somehow taken place for CT purposes. Nonethe-

less, it is clear that in the ten years since 7/7, despite the high level of coordination among

domestic departments, the delivery of CONTEST by the Home Office has meant that it

has effectively evolved into a strategy for what Americans term “homeland security,” not

a strategy for countering the terrorist threat to Britain and its interests arising from over-

seas, despite rhetoric to the contrary.

CONTEST has in practice displayed limited ambition in respect of ever attempting to

“destroy” terrorism (or even effectively degrade terrorist networks) overseas. This might

be politically sensible and popular—some would suggest that any other stated aim would

be senseless—but, in effect, the U.K. government has outsourced this aspect of the cam-

paign to others, especially the United States and its controversial “drone” campaigns out-

side of areas of defined military conflict such as Afghanistan and now Iraq. As such the

United Kingdom has had little if any obvious influence on how that campaign has evolved

or will in the future. In respect of policies such as the targeted killing of terrorist suspects

overseas, the policy of the British government has actually diverged significantly from

that of its U.S. partner, despite—from a national security perspective—having benefited

from the campaign. As one recently published report put it: “The UK simply does not

accept the specific US legal justification for using RPA [remotely piloted aircraft] for the

targeted killing of AQ-related terrorist targets.”103 Whether a profound policy shift is

emerging as of August 2015 remains unclear, but the record to date is that the United

Kingdom has been reluctant to embrace the United States’s chosen policy response, not

least as its long-term utility (even accepting short-term tactical gains) remains unproven,

but also has had no strategic or conceptual basis from which to proffer any alternative.

The deeper question for CONTEST, therefore, is whether the U.K. government

should develop as part of its “Comprehensive Approach” a more capable and potentially

sharper politico-military strategy of its own in delivering the overseas elements of coun-

tering transnational terrorism? It should be remembered that the British have been willing
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to use similar tactics operationally within the borders of Afghanistan as part of their mili-

tary campaign against the Taliban—itself a declared CT mission—and are operating

Reaper Remotely Piloted Aircraft (RPA) against ISIL in Iraq, alongside manned aircraft.

The current situation is doubly problematic in the sense that the U.K. government has

never actually crafted in the pages of CONTEST a coherent strategy for guiding the

British military’s contribution to CT. The strategy’s domestic focus may happily have

“worked” in the sense of limiting the number of fatalities on U.K. soil, but members of

the Armed Forces and the MoD looking to CONTEST for clarity may justifiably

feel disappointed. This oversight, deliberate or accidental, now risks appearing danger-

ously complacent in the sense that the apparent growing ability of terrorist entities

to operate globally looks set to threaten U.K. national security more directly for many

years to come.

One other explanation for the lack of strategic development around CONTEST might

include the fact that the Home Office clearly lacks the capacity of the MoD—in terms of

personnel numbers, the maturity of its training infrastructure and its level of financial

resources—to develop the approach that is being advocated here. In this context, it is also

noticeable that in line with the diversity and scale of the threat that the OSCT confronts,

considerable daily demands are placed on it to “fight fires” when constantly faced with

short term, urgent priorities. There are also undoubtedly many political factors at play

which complicate matters and given the United Kingdom’s standing today as a medium-

sized power, British security policymakers may simply be uncomfortable with the notion

of applying a strategic approach to the country’s top contemporary security challenges.

As the Minister for Policy in the Conservative–Liberal Democratic Coalition government

of 2010–15, Oliver Letwin, explained in Parliament, “We are not devotees of what I

believe is called ‘grand strategy.’”104

A Future for CONTEST as “Strategy”

Given this context and the limitations of CONTEST as a strategy, is CONTEST the opti-

mal government strategy that some have suggested?105 In our view, the 2015 Strategic

Defence and Security Review process now underway in the United Kingdom offers an

opportunity to reassesses CONTEST’s strategic utility, particularly in the important areas

we have identified. In the context of wider scholarly and political debates on “what is

strategy”106 we believe that in some key areas the approach resembles less of a strategy

than it does a checklist of activity. CONTEST and for that matter other individual sectoral

security strategies can be developed as part of a proper SDSR process that actually embra-

ces the oft-stated mantra that the division between domestic and international terrorism

has disappeared. Currently though this mantra is simply that—a mantra—and in practical

ways CONTEST has overseen a process where, despite much change, only limited strate-

gic reform of existing bureaucratic structures has occurred. What reform has occurred

does not fully reflect the truly transnational nature of the violent Islamist terrorist threat

that the United Kingdom and its allies now face.

This is not to suggest that strategy-making in the counterterrorism arena is some-

how an easy endeavor, but in the absence of a proper, fully engaged strategy encom-

passing at least the three areas we have identified (and potentially others), we doubt that

the United Kingdom will be able to achieve its stated CT objectives in the coming

years. These three challenging areas of CT are as pressing for a number of the United

Kingdom’s allies as they are for the United Kingdom and the same observations might

apply elsewhere. A comparative analysis of CONTEST with other international CT
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approaches and strategies is beyond the scope of this article, but since British CT policy

in general and CONTEST in particular appears to have been embraced as a potentially

optimal approach in international security policy circles, its limitations need to be

understood.107 While CONTEST has demonstrated some success, it is by no means a

properly developed strategy in our opinion.

As CONTEST and other international CT approaches frequently recognize, the ter-

rorism context is fast moving, placing a premium on new, agile structures and methods of

cooperation, often with nongovernment partners and allies. CONTEST’s mixed track

record to date on external engagement urgently needs to be addressed from a strategic

perspective if the United Kingdom’s long-term CT objectives are to be achieved—a

requirement to harness the contributions of such external partners should now be consid-

ered part of the essential “means” by which contemporary CT strategy should be pursued.

In structuring the next iteration of CONTEST (assuming the framework is retained), the

Home Office should re-set, within a broader review of British counterterrorism, its rela-

tionship with the armed services, the private sector, with communities, and especially

with those other external organizations upon which it relies on the PREVENT agenda. A

recommendation equally relevant for other nations as they ponder the future development

of their own respective approaches to, and strategies for, counterterrorism.

It is not to deny CONTEST’s track record, particularly in the context of the few

“successful” terrorist attacks to have taken place on U.K. soil since 9/11, to emphasize

the undeniable fact that the radicalization of a significant number of young British citi-

zens has not been significantly undermined—rather the opposite. In recognizing this, we

have placed our review into a broader context of what constitutes “strategy,” identifying

many distinctive features of the U.K. government’s approach to tackling the problem.

Overall, CONTEST has proved resilient and shown itself to be in many ways effective as

policy.

Whether CONTEST has remained ambitious enough, or is a sustainable model in the

context of the continuing challenge of transnational terrorism and the recent emergence

of ISIL overseas has yet to be seen. As it stands the United Kingdom’s CT approach rep-

resented by CONTEST is not as “strategic” or even as well coordinated in some key areas

of activity as has often been asserted and therefore is no longer succeeding as strategy in

the proper sense of ways, ends, and means. Such is CONTEST’s increasing level of

dependence on external actors that it is vital that the strategy evolves to meet the contem-

porary context it faces. Fresh thinking will be needed in the coming period to ensure that

the government engages in a more strategic way with all those on whom it depends, to

ensure that CONTEST’s policy record can be maintained long into the future. Adopting a

truly strategic perspective will we believe provide the context for a successful counterter-

rorism approach.
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